## BFA Graphic Design

### Course: Preparation for the Major
- Complete one course from:
  - ANI 24 / ART 24
  - DsID 31 Industrial Design Foundation I
  - DsIT 10 Sketching, Drawing + Modeling

### Course: Support for the Major
- Arth 72 Design in Society
- Phot 40 Beginning Photography
- Arth/DsGD 176A Graphic Design History & Theory
- DsGD 63 Fundamental Graphic Visualization
- DsGD 83 Digital Applications: Basics

Prerequisites for entry into DsGD 99 are ART / ANI 24, DsGD 63 & 83
Prerequisites for entry into DsGD 100 is DsGD 99
Prerequisites for entry into DsGD 104 is DsGD 100
Prerequisites for entry into Arth/DsGD 176A are Arth 70B & 72

### Course: Requirements in the Major
- DsGD 99 Introduction to Typography
- DsGD 100 Visual Communication & Process (Fall)
- DsGD 104 Introduction to Graphic Design (Spring)
- DsGD 102 Intermediate Typography
- DsGD 100 Intermediate Graphic Design
- DsGD 110 Visual Literacy: Image Making
- DsGD 186 Digital Applications: Methodology
- DsGD 103A Advanced Typography I
- DsGD 106 Advanced Graphic Design
- DsGD 120 Exhibition Design & Info Graphics
- DsGN 127 Internship or DsGD 127 Design Practicum
- DsGD 108 Graphic Design Portfolio
- DsGD 150 Degree Project: Senior Studio

Complete nine units from the following courses for area of emphasis:

#### Time-based media design emphasis
- DsGD 107B Special Topics in Experience Design
- DsGD 131 Motion Graphics
- DsGD 132 User Interface & Interaction Design

#### Print-based media design emphasis
- DsGD 107A Special Topics in Graphic Design
- DsGD 103B Advanced Typography II
- DsGD 141 3-D Branding & Promotion Design

### Graduation Checklist
- General Education (includes 100W) 48
- Physical Education 2
- Art and Design Requirements 70
- Total units required to graduate 120
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